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Abstract—Concurrency control in distributed and parallel
applications has been studied for many years but is still an
ongoing research topic. Transactional memory addresses this
challenge for multicore processors by proposing to execute critical
sections as restartable transactions combined with optimistic
synchronization. Thus the programmer has not to reason about
complex lock management and deadlocks. We believe that some
of these ideas are also useful for distributed systems. Therefore,
we are developing the Object Sharing Service (OSS) providing
transparent data sharing for clusters and grids. OSS supports
different consistency models for replica management within one
application. In this paper we present the design and implemen-
tation of different transaction commit protocols for supporting
transactional consistency. The main challenge of the resulting
distributed transactional memory (DTM) is how to mask network
latency allowing to commit transactions fast. Experiments with
synthetic micro benchmarks and a MapReduce application on
the Grid’5000 platform show that a DTM is efficiently providing
strong consistency for shared data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grids [1] enable secure and efficient sharing and aggregation
of resources in a distributed environment. Several sophisticated
grid middleware solutions have been developed during the
last years, e. g. Globus [2], Legion [3], and UNICORE [4].
Most of these systems were started from bottom up and
services and tools have been adapted towards changing user
needs. As a result there are various versions with different
services and interfaces, and the programmer has to spend
considerable time on basic Grid functions. The key idea of
the EU-funded XtreemOS project is to reduce the burden on
the Grid application developer by providing a Linux-based
open source Grid operating system (OS). XtreemOS provides
a sound base for simplifying the implementation of higher-
level Grid services because they can rely on important native
distributed OS services [5], e. g. security, resource, process
management, and transparent data sharing.

Typically, Grid applications rely on explicit data transfers
between clients and computing servers and do not use trans-
parent data sharing. For example Globus is providing data
access mechanisms based on the GridFTP protocol [6]. This

Experiments presented in this paper were carried out using the Grid’5000
experimental testbed, being developed under the INRIA ALADDIN develop-
ment action with support from CNRS, RENATER and several Universities as
well as other funding bodies (see https://www.grid5000.fr).

transfer protocol provides authentication, parallel transfers,
checkpoint/restart-mechanisms etc. but it still requires explicit
data localization. Furthermore, consistency of replicas is the
task of the application programmer. Obviously, a transparent
data sharing facility for grid environments could simplify the
development of distributed applications.

Therefore, we have designed and implemented an Object
Sharing Service (OSS) within the XtreemOS project sup-
porting distributed and parallel applications. OSS provides
transparent remote data access, automatic replication and
multiple consistency models. The latter includes transactional
consistency resulting in an extended distributed transactional
memory (DTM).

Transactional Memory (TM) systems reduce the burden of
dealing with concurrency [7] by avoiding complicated lock
management and deadlocks. This is achieved by replacing
critical sections with speculative transactions. These transac-
tions are using an optimistic synchronization like known in
the database world [8]. If conflicts are detected a transaction
is automatically restarted. While TM efforts focus on single
nodes we and others are adopting TM ideas and concepts for
distributed systems known as DTM.

Fast access detection and restartability are important topics
in the context of DTM systems. But clearly transaction valida-
tion and commit protocols are even more challenging because
they involve network communication thus directly influencing
the scalability of the overall DTM system.

The contribution of this paper are efficient commit protocols
and commit ordering designed and implemented within OSS.
The experiments made on the Grid’5000 platform [9] show
that the proposed concepts are efficient. Of course transac-
tional processing is not for free but it is comfortable because of
its strong consistency. And we do not claim that transactional
consistency should be used everywhere but therefore, OSS
supports multiple consistency models that can be used within
one application. This allows the programmer to optimize
replica management according to the needs of an application.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly
present relevant background information on OSS. In Section
III and IV we discuss commit protocols and token management
in detail. Section V refers to the related work. Subsequently,
we discuss the evaluation of the proposed concepts, followed



by the conclusions and an outlook on future work.

II. THE OBJECT SHARING SERVICE

The Object Sharing Service (OSS) developed within the
XtreemOS project funded by the EC, FP6-033576 aims at
simplifying the development of grid and cluster applications
by providing in-memory data sharing. OSS is implemented
as a shared library that can be used with XtreemOS or any
other Linux system, too. OSS relieves the programmer from
implementing its own replica and consistency management,
network programming and complicated lock management.
However, we do not aim at replacing sophisticated middleware
like Corba and RMI but rather to complement these established
techniques.

Shared objects are automatically replicated and different
consistency models are provided for keeping replicas consis-
tent. OSS supports multiple consistency models within one
application.

Nodes are working on local object replicas of the shared
object space which are transparently fetched from the network
and synchronized in the background according to the defined
consistency constraints.

Memory access is controlled by using the Memory Manage-
ment Unit (MMU) of the processor. By applying millipages we
are able to reduce access detection granularity to object level
smaller than the 4 KB pages provided by the x86 architecture.
Thus we can avoid false sharing [10].

For scalability reasons we use an overlay network as an
underlying communication infrastructure. The latter provides
a super-peer overlay network where each peer is connected
to its assigned super-peer and all super-peers are connected
in a mesh. For these network connections we use TCP. Data
transfers between nodes are processed directly using TCP, too.
In the future we plan to study a reliable UDP protocol.

Node distances are estimated using ping round trip times
(RTT). To avoid flooding the network with ping messages
we plan to implement a network coordinate system similar
to Vivaldi [11].

In this paper we focus on the transactional consistency
model providing a distributed transactional memory (DTM).
Here programmers do not have to deal with complicated
lock management and cannot run into deadlocks. And by
using transactions we can aggregate object modifications in
one commit allowing to send modifications as bulk network
transfers instead of many small network packets.

Programmers only need to define transaction boundaries
placing BOT (Begin-Of-Transaction) and EOT (End-Of-
Transaction) calls in their code when transactional data is
accessed. Within a transaction functions can be called in-
cluding system calls. First studies show that while this also
requires some efforts people made less errors compared to
implementing the same applications using locks [12].

Transactions in the context of distributed applications are
not the same as database transactions. They may contain more
instructions, e. g. when a transaction calls many functions,
but access much less data than database queries. But they

also implement the ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation,
and Durability) properties except for the last. Durability is
expensive and typically not required in the context of (D)TM-
based applications. More general information about OSS can
be found here [13].

III. COMMIT PROTOCOLS

Overlapping transactions may conflict if they are accessing
the same data objects [14]. To detect accessing conflicts OSS
keeps a record of read and written objects per transaction for
transparent synchronization of overlapping transactions. These
read- and write-sets are used during the validation phase,
which follows EOT. In case of conflicting transactions some
of them may have to be aborted and restarted.

The validation phase performs a conflict check among all
overlapping transactions from other nodes. This is done by
comparing read- and write-sets pairwise [8]. If no conflicts
are detected during validation a transaction is allowed to
commit which makes the modifications globally visible. In
case of conflicts, a minimum number of affected transactions
are aborted, until all conflicts have been resolved.

Optimistic concurrency control offers two validation
schemes: forward validation and backward validation. The
first compares the validating transaction with other running
overlapping transactions whereas the latter compares the val-
idating one with finished overlapping transactions. We have
implemented both approaches depending on the commit pro-
tocol. Furthermore, we use a first-wins strategy allowing to
send only write-sets during a commit to other nodes. Thus
we avoid complicated distributed agreement protocols among
conflicting transactions.

Synchronization of concurrent transactions on one local
machine is simple. The local time can be used for time stamps
allowing a strict ordering of transactions. Moreover, mutexes
and semaphores can be used for the serialization of the valida-
tion and commit phase. However, in a distributed environment
we do not have an exact global time, and serialization of
commits is very costly due to the network latency. Bandwidth
limits also introduce constraints but are far less crucial than
network latency. Depending on the network infrastructure we
can expect 5–100 µs in clusters whereas in grids we may have
around 10–100 ms. Obviously, we need to optimize commit
protocols to minimize network communication overhead wher-
ever possible.

Potential solutions are coordinator-, consensus- (e. g. two
phase commit) or token-based mechanisms. The consensus
mechanism is a distributed-voting-based coordination algo-
rithm to achieve consent of all participants regarding a trans-
action commit or abort. Even if applicable to a local machine,
this protocol produces a lot of request-reply network messages
inducing an accumulation of network latency resulting in
low scalability. Token-based mechanisms are not for free, but
passing the token needs fewer network messages which results
in better scalability. The coordinator based approach allows
easy time-stamp ordering, does not require to search for the
token, but must ensure not to become a bottleneck.
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Fig. 1. Peer-to-Peer Commit Protocol

A. Peer-to-Peer Commit Protocol

In case of conflicts it is too expensive to determine the best
suitable set of transactions to abort over the network. As said
before we decided to implement a first-wins strategy aborting
conflicting remote transactions.

The peer-to-peer commit protocol (see Figure 1) serializes
all transaction commits using a token passed among the peers.
When a peer reaches an EOT it requests the commit token
from the network. If a peer receives the token it commits its
transaction by sending its write-set to all other peers. Each
node receiving an incoming commit checks if it has a running
transaction. If yes, it compares the received write-set with
its read-set. If the intersection of both sets is not empty the
receiver aborts its running transaction.

Transactions scheduled for abort must not enter the vali-
dation and commit phase. After the commit has finished by
sending the commit message, the peer releases the validation
token. A conservative approach would be to wait until all
peers have acknowledged the reception of the sent write-set
and afterwards to release the token. Obviously, this is not an
optimal approach with respect to scalability.

We prefer to release the token as fast as possible, even
before having sent all write sets to all other peers. We must
be aware that different nodes may receive write-sets from
different transactions in different order. We solve this problem
by a global logical time stamp (64-Bit commit id) which is
stored within the token and incremented by each commit. The
time stamp is included in each write-set message allowing the
receiving peers to re-order incoming messages if necessary.
Thus correct transaction ordering can be ensured without
flooding the network with ack-messages.

As a consequence it may happen that a node that has
received the token may have to wait for in-transit write-sets of
previous transactions. Otherwise it could commit a transaction
which is in conflict with previously committed transactions.
Even for a super-peer network we expect that this situation
will happen seldom and if it occurs the wait time is very short.

However, because of partial knowledge about transaction
execution on the peers this protocol sends write-sets to peers
which are possibly not interested in validation notifications.
This can actually occur if peers are not executing any trans-
actions or not operating on the same set of objects. A first
approach to address this issue is to introduce consistency
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Fig. 2. Consistency Domains

domains (see Figure 2) each synchronized with an own token.
While this improves scalability it is not transparent for the
programmer but for some applications straightforward. For
example we made experiments with a multi-user virtual world
where the activities on each virtual island are managed within
an own consistency domain.

In case of faults a peer may miss a transaction. This can
easily be detected by using the commit id. A peer waits for
missing write-sets for a certain time interval and if there is
a timeout it requests a recovery from its super-peer or for
smaller scales from other peers using a multicast. Recovery is
realized using a transaction history buffer on each node storing
write-sets of finished transactions. This buffer can be used by
others to recover from missed commits. The buffer is limited
in space and can thus store only a limited number of commits.
If a node has been cut-off for a longer time interval and no
recovery is possible it has to re-join the system. If many nodes
crashes and all replicas of an object are lost, OSS recovers
the application using checkpointing and restart mechanisms
provided by XtreemGCP [15].

B. Ultra-Peer Commit Protocol

The ultra-peer (UP) commit protocol (see Figure 3) provides
transaction commits via a coordinator-based architecture and
is designed to provide transaction management for a group of
peers. The UP node may be a dedicated node for commit
processing only or also participate as a common peer. In
contrast to the peer-to-peer commit protocol the coordinator-
based version avoids token searching and passing.

The UP protocol uses a combination of backward and
forward validation. The UP processes a commit by sending
out write-sets of a committing transaction to all other peers,
similar to the peer-to-peer commit protocol. Sending commits
is here also done without waiting for acks. Peers receiving
commits perform a forward validation if there is a running
transaction and abort their transaction in case of a conflict.

Obviously, depending on the number of peers the UP has to
manage many concurrent commits. All incoming commits are
managed in a commit queue on the UP. When implementing
a first-wins strategy they are processed in the incoming order.
But in case of fairness problems the UP can easily re-sort
these requests if necessary, too.
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Fig. 3. Ultra-Peer Commit Protocol

When a commit request arrives at the UP it needs to be
validated against all other requests in the commit queue that
will be processed before this one. Thus we are doing here
a backward validation by comparing the incoming commit
request against other just already validated transactions. For
this backward validation the UP needs not only the write-
set of a transaction (TA) but also the read-set because TAb

must not have read objects modified by TAa, if TAa is stored
before TAb in the commit queue. Thus each commit request
sent to the UP includes the read- and write-set of a transaction
but for the commit notification sent by the UP it is sufficient
to send the write-set, only.

Furthermore, even if the queue is empty an arriving request
needs to be validated against recently committed transactions.
Assume a commit has just been sent out to the peers, the entry
has been removed from the queue and shortly after a new
request arrives from a peer whose transaction is in conflict
with the commit in transit.

Therefore, the UP keeps track of commit numbers for all
objects in the object table used for access detection. It is
important to note that the UP does not store the content of
all objects (which may be impossible for large data sets) but
only the meta-data. So, for each object the UP knows the last
commit id.

These numbers are immediately updated after successful
validation of an incoming commit request, before the commit
is sent out. Under heavy load the queue might have dozens of
entries and each new arriving commit request can be validated
using the object table which is much faster than comparing
its read-set with many write-sets of all predecessor entries in
the commit queue. Furthermore, this also allows the UP to
immediately sent back a detected conflict.

Another aspect is that under heavy loads commits can be
aggregated by the UP. The UP can just bundle validated
transactions and their write-sets into one or several larger
network packets allowing bulk network transfers.

Missed write-sets can be detected and recovered as de-
scribed before in the peer-to-peer commit protocol. An UP
crash is detected using a heart-beat protocol, and if the UP
crashes, a new one is voted. UP-crash recovery has not yet
been implemented but it is certainly easier to handle an UP
crash than detecting a lost token.

C. Super-Peer Commit Protocol

As mentioned in Section II we use a super-peer overlay-
network for large scale setups. All super-peers are connected
in a mesh whereas peers are only connected to their super-peer,
although they know at least five more nodes for fault tolerance
reasons. Both commit protocols described before can be used
in a super-peer network.

A peer-to-peer commit protocol is implemented by allowing
only super peers to perform commits. The idea is to reduce the
number of nodes competing for the token needed to commit.
On the other hand normal peers need to request their super-
peer to perform a commit. They have to wait for the reply
from the super-peer, until the transaction has successfully been
committed or needs to be aborted. Each super-peer buffers
commit requests from its peers and can perform a backward
validation like mentioned in the UP commit protocol but here
only for peers associated to it. Nevertheless, conflicts may
be detected by a super-peer before the token arrives and if
it arrives the super-peer can aggregate successful commits
like in the UP protocol. To mask the commit waiting time of
peers we use the concept of linked transactions allowing the
next transaction to start before the transaction before has been
committed. Obviously, there is a risk to run into cascading
aborts but we believe it is better to be optimistic than just
waiting.

The UP protocol can be used in a super-peer network in
two different ways. First one of the super-peers can become
the ultra-peer. All peers send their commit requests directly to
this UP. Super-peers are still needed for object search which
is beyond the scope of this paper.

Another approach is that each peer sends its commit re-
quests to its super peer which forwards it to the UP. While
this introduces an indirection it also allows the super-peer
to perform a first stage validation for its peer group before
the request is forwarded. Obviously, this may be useful under
heavy loads with conflicts.

D. Local Commits

Parallel applications are typically designed to partition a
large problem such that each node can work on a subset of
the overall data independent of other nodes. Of course there
are steps in almost all parallel algorithms where some data
needs to be exchanged among nodes before the next step can
be performed.

Distributed applications also do not modify all data within
a time interval but typically use a subset. For example we
have made experiments with our interactive multi-user virtual
world Wissenheim where all nodes access a subset of the scene
graph, to render the actual view of the avatar. Most of the
data is read and only a few objects are modified, e. g. avatar
motion-vector, scene graph changes etc.

These observations motivated us to implement local com-
mits within OSS. Obviously, if a transaction has not performed
any write operation it can just commit without requiring
network communication. If a transaction has written objects
that are not replicated on other nodes it can also commit



without network communication. These cases are transparently
managed by OSS automatically performing a local commit.
So, local commits are completely transparent and do not need
any annotations by the programmer. Of course not everything
can be performed using local commits but those transactions
almost scale linearly.

From the local commit perspective it would be the best to
have no replication which is of course a bad idea with respect
to performance and fault tolerance. For fault tolerance reasons
we plan to introduce backup replicas which are not directly
accessible by remote nodes. This will allow OSS to perform
local commits, while at the same time having replicas to be
prepared if a node crashes.

IV. TOKEN MANAGEMENT

As mentioned in Section III all commits must be globally
ordered. This can be realized by an ultra-peer or by passing a
special network packet called token. In this section we discuss
different token management concepts.

Obviously, an efficient token management is crucial for
transactional performance. Relevant metrics include global
transaction throughput, token request time, and fairness (in-
cluding avoidance of starvation). Minimizing token request
time is important, because a peer blocks after the token request
until it has received it. Requesting the token already at BOT
or shortly after is not reasonable, because this will globally
increase the number of useless requests if transactions are
aborted afterwards and it would also increase the time interval
where no other peer could commit.

We have implemented two token management strategies,
a distributed and a coordinator-based solution. The idea of
circulating the token in a logical ring might be feasible for
very high loads but in the average case we expect bad token
access latencies because of many unnecessary hops.

A. Distributed token-passing

The token is passed on demand to requesting peers and the
releasing peer stores the next token holder locally. If a peer
wants to commit, it asks the peer to which it has passed the
token; during startup a peer assumes the token on the bootstrap
node of the system. If a peer receives a commit it updates
the last token holder to the one that has just committed. If a
peer receives a token request but has no longer the token, it
forwards the request to the last known peer etc. So, all requests
will finally reach the peer holding the token. One drawback
of this approach is that network requests may be forwarded
multiple times (max n − 2 hops), but under heavy load the
hop count can even exceed the maximum peer-count because
of a fast moving token.

Forwarding can be alleviated if the actual token holder
drops all received token requests and stores them inside the
token. Therewith network traffic can be reduced and allows
implementing fairness, because requests stored within the
token can easily be re-ordered.

Figure 4 shows the distributed token-passing protocol with
a token-internal forwarding-list. Assuming peer 1 is the actual

Fig. 4. Distributed token-passing

token holder, peer 2 requests the token (1) and gets it in the
subsequent response (2). While peer 2 is busy with transaction
processing, the peers 3 and 4 also request the token (3 + 4)
from peer 1 which is known as the last token holder. Because
peer 1 is not holding the token anymore it immediately
forwards the requests (5) to its last known peer holding the
token. After releasing the token peer 2 fills the token’s internal
request list with token requests but the first. Afterwards it
sends the token to the peer referenced by the first received
token request (6). If there are still token requests which could
not be placed into the list because of its limited size, the peer
forwards them to the new known token holder. After node
3 has finished, it releases the token to allow other peers to
fetch it, provided that the list is empty. Because the token’s
list contains a request from node 4 the token holder has to
pass the token (7) to it.

An improvement is to use a token-owner prediction. A peer
which receives a token request but is not the token holder
normally forwards the request to the peer it has lastly passed
the token or has done the most recent commit. Assume the
token contains a list with pending requests as mentioned in the
previous paragraph. Before a peer passes the token to another
peer it stores a copy of the list locally containing the pending
token requests. If the peer receives a token request after it
has given the token away it forwards the token request to
one of the requesters in the list (decided by a time based
algorithm) instead to the one which has gathered the token. A
peer which receives a token request but waits itself for token
does not forward the request but adds it to the token’s list after
reception. This approach reduces the probability that token
requests will run after the token over many hops.

Another approach is to request the token using a multicast
which may work for small- and medium-scale clusters but not
for large-scale grids.

B. Coordinator-based token-passing

The coordinator-based solution uses one (dedicated) node
as a token coordinator. In contrast to the ultra-peer commit
protocol this coordinator is only used for token management
and not for validating transactions. Although this is a central-
ized approach it is an interesting alternative for our purposes
as we do not have to search the token among many peers.



Fig. 5. Coordinator-based token-passing

The coordinator does not forward requests but buffers them
until the token is returned. Then it immediately passes the
token to the next requesting peer. As an extension we have
integrated a list of requests inside the token, like mentioned
in the distributed token-passing solution. Instead of passing
the token back to the coordinator when a peer has finished it
checks if there are entries in the token’s request list. If yes,
it directly passes the token to the next node in the list (after
having removed its own entry).

If the list is empty the releasing peer sends the token back to
the coordinator. The number of entries in the token requester
list should be limited (about 5–10) to prevent a complex
recovery in case of token loss.

Figure 5 represents the coordinator-based token-passing
protocol. Peer C is the coordinator and receives a token
request (1) from peer 3. After passing the token (2) to the
requester, the coordinator receives further requests (3 + 4) from
peers 1 and 2. Because the token is already in transit the
coordinator buffers the newly received requests. In contrast
to the distributed approach the coordinator does not forward
token requests. After the token is returned (5) the coordinator
follows the same procedure as the distributed token-passing
protocol, it fills the token’s internal list with buffered token
requests and sends the token (6) to the peer from which it has
received the first request while the token was in transit. If the
token’s internal list is full further pending requests will remain
in the buffer until the coordinator gets the token back. After
peer 1 has finished and released the token it is not passed
to coordinator because the token’s internal list is not empty.
Instead the peer forwards the token (7) to the next list entry.

V. RELATED WORK

Transactions are the core concept of database management
systems (DBMS) to provide a synchronization of concurrent
database queries and updates [16]. Database transactions com-
bined with optimistic synchronization has been proposed in
1981 by Kung [8].

Page-based distributed shared memory systems have always
been popular since the development of IVY [17] because
of the synergies with virtual memory management and the
locality benefit. Intel has adopted Treadmarks [18] in its
OpenMP compiler [19]. Most of these systems have been

implemented as user-level libraries, but some systems, such as
Plurix [20] are integrated into the OS kernel to build single-
system images. Plurix also supports transactional consistency
limited to smaller clusters and Java programs. OSS targets
large clusters and grids.

Herlihy et al. have adopted these ideas in 1993 for a trans-
actional memory [21] for multiprocessors. Here transactions
are used for a lock-free synchronization of data structures in
highly concurrent systems. Lance Hammond et al. proposed
[22] the use of transactions for a shared memory in multicore
systems to simplify the parallel programming by replacing
conventional message passing algorithms for communication
and consistency. In contrast we target distributed cluster and
grid systems.

The most close to the aspects presented in this paper are
DTM systems. Cluster-STM [23] is a DTM for clusters using
also the PGAS programming model. While the system has also
been tested on larger-scale clusters it does not provide auto-
matic replication and dynamic conflict unit size management
as implemented in OSS.

DiSTM is another DTM system for clusters [24]. It is
implemented in Java built on top of DSTM2 [25]. They also
propose different commit protocols. One is similar to our peer-
to-peer commit protocol and the other one can be compared
with the our ultra-peer commit protocol. Here the ultra-peer
sends a lease to a node requesting a commit and subsequently
this node sends out its write-sets. In our approach we send
the read- and write-sets to the ultra-peer allowing it to commit
this transaction by posting out write-sets directly. Furthermore,
DiSTM may send the lease to nodes whose transactions have
recently been aborted and they will send the lease back to
the master. Finally, the authors also propose a multiple lease
approach which has similarities with our ultra-peer commit
protocol. It also processes transactions directly at the ultra-
peer and use a list for pending commits. But overall DiSTM
does not use an underlying super-peer overlay network like
OSS.

Further DTM systems include GTM [26] but its implemen-
tation is not described in detail. Versioned TM [27] is another
DTM system supporting read-only transactions by managing
different versions of objects, allowing read-only transactions
always to read object versions to be able to finish without
conflicts. The focus here is on web applications. Finally, a
ballistic protocol has been proposed by Herlihy in [28] for a
DTM system for providing a fast search of objects. Here no
commit protocol is implemented but transaction serialization
is checked during each object access. Before a write access all
read and write replicas of an object are invalidated. Before a
read access all write replicas are switched to read-only copies.
Therewith, conflicts can be detected during an object access
and a transaction may abort itself and restart. In how far this
system is implemented remains open.

Sharing volatile data in grid environments has been pro-
posed by some projects, e. g. JuxMem [29]. The latter sup-
ports fault-tolerant data-sharing across wide-area networks
using entry consistency in a hierarchical fashion. However,



JuxMem does not support speculative transactions. There are
also commercial products with the label in-memory data grid
available, e. g. Coherence from Oracle [30], Velocity from
Microsoft [31], and Terracotta Distributed Cache [32]. All
these systems are designed for clusters but do not offer a DTM.

VI. EVALUATION

A. Micro-Benchmarks

For the first set of experiments we have used a cluster
with 128 nodes (each containing two AMD Opteron 246/250
processors with 2,0/2,4 GHz) of the Grid’5000 platform. The
nodes are interconnected via a switched 10 Gigabit Myrinet
network. All nodes are running under a Linux 64-bit operating
system with kernel version 2.6.26.

We have developed synthetic micro benchmarks where
each node runs transactions and one transaction increments
a variable. Thus we exactly know how all access patterns
look like. We have observed these conflict patterns in real
applications, e. g. in a parallel raytracer [33] and in our multi-
user virtual world Wissenheim [34].

The first benchmark uses one single shared variable which is
incremented by all nodes (within transactions). Obviously, this
is a worst case scenario where all transactions from all nodes
are always in conflict. This allows us to study the lower bound
of transaction throughput, although we do not expect such an
access pattern in real applications because such an approach
would not scale with any other replication and consistency
model.

In the second benchmark each node increments a private
variable also within a transaction. These variables are allocated
on different memory pages thus there are no transaction
conflicts. But the local commit feature is switched off for these
measurements thus resulting in a network commit for each
transaction. This benchmark shows up the maximum transac-
tion throughput depending on the protocol and synchronization
overhead and network latency.

When local commits would be used during the second
benchmark it would result in no network commits and would
therefore allow to reach the maximum theoretical throughput.

Figure 6 shows the results of these benchmarks by compar-
ing the ultra-peer and peer-to-peer commit protocols. Regard-
ing the peer-to-peer protocol we have measured the throughput
using the distributed-token mechanism on the one and the
coordinated approach on the other hand. As transaction timings
we have chosen a duration of 50 ms (implemented as a sleep
after incrementing the variable) and a pause of 10 ms between
two sequent transactions. Clearly, transactions should have a
duration within milliseconds so that the system does not spend
more time for the transaction commit than for the transaction
itself. 50 ms is a realistic value observed during experiments
with a parallel raytracer and the Wissenheim application.
Additionally, we have repeated the tests with an additional
network latency of 10 ms RTT, emulated using Netem [35].
We are aware that latencies in grid environments can be
even higher, but the chosen value already shows the impact
on transaction throughput and motivates linked transactions.

The pause between transactions has been introduced because
transactional applications will not execute all code within
transactions but only some parts. How long these pause is
depends of course on the application, but a pause of 10 ms is
rather very short putting a lot of pressure on the DTM.

The first diagram (a) shows the transaction throughput of
the three protocols in comparison to the maximum theoretical
transaction throughput (local commit) defined by the transac-
tion duration and pause. We can see that all protocols scale
nicely up to 16 nodes. With 128 nodes the transaction and
synchronization overhead decreases the maximum throughput
by more than 50 percent. This is caused by the increasing
token request times and a flooded commit request queue on
the ultra-peer which defers the transaction validation hence
reducing the throughput.

Diagram (b) shows the same scenario as (a) but with
linked transactions with a queue length of one. Instead of
blocking transaction processing until a commit is finished we
allow a node to execute the next transaction. As expected
this nicely masks network latency almost doubling transaction
throughput. But of course figures change if there are conflicts
and cascading aborts.

Increasing the network latency by 10 ms for each con-
nection is painful as diagrams (d) and (e) show. This high
network latency increases the blocking time of transaction
validation significantly, resulting in a much lower transaction
throughput. In this scenario the ultra-peer commit protocol
clearly outperforms the distributed one because it requires
fewer network messages than the distributed commit protocol.
Using the ultra-peer protocol the network delay correlates with
the twofold network latency for the request/reply messages.
But committing transactions using the peer-to-peer approach
increases the delay by manifold of the latency, because the
token passes many hops until the requester receives it.

Here linked transactions clearly show their ability to mask
network latency. The ultra-peer commit protocol shown in (b)
has a higher transaction throughput than in (a). It needs to
be further studied how many outstanding commits should be
allowed in real applications.

As expected the shared variables (c + f) tests do not scale.
The conflict rate increases with an increasing number of nodes
resulting in a poor transaction throughput. Even if a node
requests the token for a commit its transaction can be aborted
until it receives the token. Then this node immediately releases
the token (to minimize token hold time). Obviously, the token
is often useless passed which is very expensive.

B. MapReduce

MapReduce [36] is a computing model for processing large
amounts of data. The model applies to certain problems
where mapping the input data to a different domain allows
highly parallelized computations. Being easy to understand,
MapReduce has reached widespread use. For example, Google
uses MapReduce for different search and extraction problems
in more than 4000 applications.
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The common introductory example for MapReduce is word
frequency analysis. For determining the frequency of words
in an input text, the map phase emits each individual word
with a count of 1. The reduce phase afterwards collects all
identical words from map phase’s output and sums up their
counts, yielding the total count per word.

The word frequency problem exemplifies that MapReduce
is well-suited for analyzing static data. Dynamic, interactive
information sharing, such as Web 2.0 applications that are cur-
rently emerging, needs processing facilities for continuous data
streams. To achieve good scalability, continuous data should be
processed in parallel. As a consequence, the computing model
must efficiently support concurrent access to shared data.

We have applied MapReduce to processing of continuous
data streams. Extending the word frequency example, we study
the transaction throughput for the different commit protocols.
The application uses the DTM for a tree data structure storing



word counters. Each node operates on its own data structure.
After the full text has been performed a master node merges
the data structures to get the final score of the word counters.

For this test we have used our own cluster with 16 nodes
(each containing two AMD Opteron 244 processors at 1,8
GHz). The nodes are interconnected via a switched Gigabit
Ethernet network. All nodes are running under a Linux 64-bit
operating system with kernel version 2.6.26.

As we can see in Figure 7, all three commit protocols
scale almost linearly. Because the nodes operate on disjoint
data structures the conflict probability is low. But we have to
consider even if conflict free, all accesses to the transactional
memory are liable to the protocol constraints, i. e. requesting
the token using the peer-to-peer protocol or enqueuing of
commit requests relating to the ultra-peer protocol. Overall,
these results show that a DTM can be used for MapReduce
applications, too.

C. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the design and imple-
mentation of different commit protocols for an extended
distributed transactional memory system. We have proposed
three concepts for committing transactions, a peer-to-peer-
based approach using a forward validation with a first-wins
strategy, an ultra-peer-based algorithm using both forward
and backward validation, and a mixed solution using super-
peers and an ultra-peer node. The peer-to-peer and the super-
peer solution both use a token-passing mechanism to order
transaction commits.

We have evaluated our implementation on the Grid’5000
platform using micro benchmarks and a MapReduce ap-
plication. As expected the observed transaction throughput
depends on the number of nodes, network latency, and conflict
probability of transactions.

The worst case scenario (all nodes incrementing one shared
variable) shows a low transaction throughput but does not stall
the system. And anyway, our monitoring facility allows a pro-
grammer to easily detect such extreme conflict situations and
thus helps to optimize the application to minimize conflicts.

If there are no conflicts between transactions, we still pay
the costs for commit ordering and transaction validation. But
as the experiments have shown our commit protocols scale
nicely. Furthermore, linked transactions, allowing to start the
next transaction before the previous one is validated, can
mask even higher network latencies (10 ms) and give a nice
throughput boost.

Finally, OSS transparently exploits local commits wherever
necessary, allowing commits without network communication
resulting in almost linear scalability.

We have observed all these transaction conflict patterns also
in real transactional applications, e. g. in a parallel raytracer
and in a multi-user virtual world application.

Overall, we believe that transactional consistency is pro-
viding a comfortable programming model providing strong
consistency for distributed replica management. But clearly
we do not claim to use it for all data of an application. For

large scale programs running in grids we also provide weaker
consistency models. Here we recommend to use speculative
transactions only when strong consistency is required and
otherwise weaker models.

Due to the growing interest in transactional memory we
expect more transactional applications to show up. Future
work includes refinement of the presented commit protocols,
fairness strategies (for the coordinator-based approaches) and
more experiments with scientific applications.
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